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Project discusses ad technolog and 2016 trends with MO Capital Markets’
Managing Director Dan Salmon.
(ditor's Note: This is the first installment in a three-part series. Go here to read
what Cantor Fitzgerald's Youssef Squali has to sa aout ad technolog and 2016
trends.)
YOUR NAM: Dan Salmon
YOUR COMPANY: MO Capital Markets
YOUR TITL: Managing Director
SARS: What do ou read to keep up with politics, art and culture?
SALMON: Wall Street Journal, The New York Times, Drudge Report, Foreign
Affairs, Rolling Stone, conomist
SARS: What do ou read to keep up with friends?
SALMON: College friends’ email list and Faceook
SARS: What do ou read to keep up with the advertising technolog
industr?
SALMON: Adexchanger, Advertising Age, Ja Sears’ interviews on
MediaVillage
SARS: What’s our favorite commercial of all time?
SALMON: I’m not a ig gamer, ut the pulishers make some of the most fun
ads. Plus all things are etter when Nate Dogg (RIP) is involved. Close runner
up is a reminder of Super owl spot cost inflation.
SARS: With regards to advertising automation, what are the three iggest
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trends ou expect to impact companies in 2016?
SALMON:
1. The industr-wide “enefits” of ad locking. It helps support pricing across
the ecosstem  constraining suppl growth and disproportionatel
impacts low qualit pulishers with low qualit ad experiences. Thus it
disproportionatel enefits premium pulishers with etter ad experiences.
2. The growth of header idding and the re-evaluation of asic infrastructures
for traditional digital programmatic.
3. The continued push for transparenc in all of its forms, e it less opaque
vendor contracts/relationships, fighting ot traffic or increasing viewailit.
SARS: With regards to advertising automation, what are the three most
overlown topics that ou wish would just go awa?
SALMON:
1. $$$ amount estimates for the impact of ad-locking; the tend to estimate
the amount of ads locked and then assume an average price, and thus
total dollars lost. This fails to account for the fact that even if ads are eing
locked, the marketer ma still generate a etter ROI in a given channel
versus alternatives.
2. Tring to “define” programmatic. So much time is wasted on this. At its
roadest, its asic automation and data applied to decision making; at its
most narrow, it’s real-time algorithms and data feeds in an auction
environment.
SARS: Tell us our coverage universe.
SALMON:
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SARS: The majorit of ad technolog companies has not performed well in
the pulic markets. Of the poor performers, what are the commonalities
etween them that have contriuted to this weakness?
SALMON: Failure to transition to more visile, more self-serve-oriented deliver
models or to incorporate deeper integration with the clients’ first-part data.
SARS: A smaller handful of ad technolog companies has performed etter
than the rest. What are the commonalities etween them that have
contriuted to this relative strength?
SALMON: Self-serve deliver models, first-part data integration, cross-channel
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functionalit and (increasingl) ting more directl to third-part shopper data
sources.
SARS: Do we live in a “tale of two cities” where Google and Faceook win
almost everthing, advertisers are dictated to and other media companies
fight for the scraps?
SALMON: No. oth have massive audiences and data resources, and Google
has the dominant third-part ad tech usiness in DouleClick. ut neither makes
premium content and oth will continue to increase their partnerships and
compensation to media companies and other creators as rand udgets
increase as a mix of their revenue.
SARS: Please answer the following statements “es” or “no.”
SALMON:
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SARS: If ou could go to the airport right now with friends or famil and fl
anwhere in the world for vacation, who would ou take and where would
ou go?
SALMON: Parents, sister’s famil, goddaughter’s famil. Winter is coming, so
somewhere warm.
SARS: If ou could create an endowment to fund an existing non-profit ou
designated, what luck non-profit organization would that e?
SALMON: Giving Opportunities to Others, a charit I helped found with friends
15 ears ago.
SARS: What is our favorite restaurant in the world?
SALMON: M mother’s kitchen.
SARS: Thanks, Dan!

The opinions and points of view expressed in this commentar are exclusivel
the views of the author and do not necessaril represent the views of
MediaVillage/MersizNet management or associated loggers.
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Ja Sears
Ja Sears is SVP Marketplace Development for Ruicon Project (NYS: RUI), working with management
and usiness unit heads across the compan to expand Ruicon Project’s market. He works across the
media owner and advertiser sides of ... read more
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